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Not long ago, Khan, a former high school senior from Orange County, California, has pleaded guilty
to charges that he installed spy software on school computers in order to boost his grades.

It is said that he installed spy software devices on the computers of several teachers and school
administrators to steal the passwords and these passwords gave him access to the tests and the
ability to boost his grades.

This case has sparked a hot issue that whether it is legal to use a keylogger.

Keyloggers are sometimes associated with hackers and are seen as black hat tools which are illegal
to use. However there are many circumstances where you can use Mac keylogger perfectly
legitimately. In most countries it is perfectly legal for companies to monitor their employees'
computer activity. However, it is an obligation to tell employees that they are being monitored via
keyloggers.

Home users can also use Mac keylogger legally. Some people may tell their children that the family
Mac computer is monitored and others may not. Whatever they do, their common starting point is to
protect their children from online dangers.

Mac keylogger, known as keystroke logging and parental monitoring software, is used to record the
activities that are taking place on a Mac computer. These activities can be anything like websites
surfed, keystrokes typed, chat conversations, etc.

Now that there are so many issues about whether a keylogger is legal or illegal, in order to make
sure that users are using Mac keylogger legitimately, our experts suggest that Mac keylogger be
allowed in the following situations:

1. To monitor kids' online activity to make sure they are not visiting inappropriate sites.

2. To make clear if your personal computer is accessed by someone else unknown in your absence.

3. To keep track of users' activity and solve the problem in case any important file is deleted.

4. To monitor employees' online activity and find out if they are really working. Remember to inform
them that their activities are being watched by surveillance software.

Using this software in these situations is legitimate. Never do anything against the law; otherwise,
you will get yourself into the trouble of law cases. Our experts suggest that users should still consult
the local laws in their country before using such utility software for monitoring purposes. To avoid
the occurrence of Khan's case, Mac keylogger experts will re-emphasize here that a Mac keylogger
can only be used in the computers that belong to the users themselves.
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